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ABSTRACT
Online social networks have become important for sharing, discovery, communication, and networking. Recommender systems
are an essential part of any social network. For example, recommending people to connect with is essential for the growth of the
network since an online social network is only partially observed
and two people might know each other but may not be connected.
In this paper, we analyze data from LinkedIn, the largest online
professional social network, which recommends other members to
connect through its “People You May Know” feature. Analyzing the
effect of structural diversity on the invitation rate from such member
recommendations, we ﬁnd that higher connection density and lower
structural diversity results in a higher connection invitation rate. We
also analyze and study the effects of structural diversity of members’
connection networks on their engagement on the LinkedIn network.
General Terms: Social Recommender Systems, Structural Diversity, Engagement

1.

INTRODUCTION

Social networks commonly have a way of expressing a link
between members: LinkedIn uses bidirectional links called connections, Facebook has bidirectional links denoting friendships, while
Twitter and YouTube have unidirectional links for followers and
subscribers respectively. Connections are important in establishing
relationships and forming communities in a network, which usually
induces higher engagement in an individual member and virality of
network activities.
This paper investigates how the connections in a social network
can inﬂuence member activity and engagement. Speciﬁcally, we
analyze how the structural diversity—the number of connected components in a set—can affect members’ decision to send connection
invitations and to engage in network activities.
Recent research using the Facebook social network indicates
that increasing structural diversity improves user adoption and
engagement [18]. The research hypothesizes that these measures
could be applied to other networks and problem domains.
To that end, we investigate the inﬂuence of structural diversity
in other contexts. LinkedIn’s “People You May Know” feature
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attempts to ﬁnd other members a user may know on the social
network. This is a link prediction problem where node and edge
features in the social graph are used to predict whether two people
know each other. We compare the rate of invitations sent from
LinkedIn members based on the structural diversity of a recommended set of potential connections. We also investigate invitations
through member-uploaded contacts, which elides the bias of a
recommendation model. Here, a member uploads her contact list
and is then presented with a set of matching members. In addition,
we also apply analysis of structural diversity of a members’ network,
comparing it against a member’s engagement.
Our analysis shows that higher connection density and lower
structural diversity in a recommended set results in a higher invitation rate, which presents a conﬂicting view to recent research. In
this paper, using similar metrics for assessing structural diversity,
but for slightly different use cases, we present contrasting trends
for invitation rates, though reinforce trends for engagement rates.
Our analysis shows that the effect of structural diversity in a recommender system is use case dependent and requires care to generalize
in other recommendation contexts.

2.

RELATED WORK

There is plenty of research on recommendation systems in a social
network and consequently on quality improvements of recommendations [2, 3, 6, 7, 9–11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19]. One of the most common
techniques is comparing the similarity of user content and friendsof-friends for recommendations to social network members [5, 10].
Research suggests that friendship and community membership have
a strong inﬂuence on recommender systems in a social network [21].
Speciﬁcally, individuals likely take action once a number of members in their immediate network is seen to have taken the same
action [16]. The structure in community or group afﬁliations can
thus be used to closely predict the structure of the respective personto-person network and even their actions [17]. Moreover, recent
research developments analyze how structural diversity can affect
the quality of recommendations [1, 2, 5, 11, 14, 20, 22]. Member
satisfaction and the effectiveness of recommendation sets not only
depend on the accuracy of predictions, but also on the diversity of
the set [22]. The lack of diversiﬁcation, in some cases, can lead to
over-specialization and does not provide sufﬁcient coverage of the
domain of recommendations [14, 20]. However, some experiments
show that users have a higher acceptance rate when recommended to
people from within the same company divisions [5]. Ugander et al.
[18] suggest that having more diverse structure in recommendations
leads to higher invitations and that having a more diverse friendship
network leads to more user activity on Facebook. Here, diversity
is measured based on the number of components in the social graph.
Using similar metrics for assessing diversity, this paper presents

a different trend for invitation rates but reinforces the trend for
engagement rates. We cover slightly different recommendation use
cases and show new aspects to this ﬁeld of research.

3.

BACKGROUND

Recommender systems are one of the tools that social networks
employ to increase member activity and network connectivity.
These systems work by analyzing current knowledge of a member’s
data and making assumptions about the data that has not yet been
collected. Speciﬁcally, many recommender systems make use of the
social network graph to make educated guesses as to whether two
unconnected members might actually be acquainted. With sufﬁcient
data collected, the recommender system could provide members
with connection suggestions to grow their network.
A social network maps to a graph where vertices represent people
in the network, and an edge represents the connection between two
people. It is common to use trusses, cliques, and components to
determine the overall connectedness or density of a graph structure [2, 8]. Existing research has often used the number of trusses
or cliques in deﬁning the structural diversity of a network, where
a lower number of such subgraphs implies greater diversity [4].
Structural diversity can be also deﬁned in terms of the number of
components in a graph: a higher number of components implies
greater structural diversity [8, 18]. Furthermore, components are
sometimes quantiﬁed through k-core or k-brace decompositions
of the network graph to eliminate inﬂuence from unimportant
nodes [12]. The k-core decomposition of a graph is its subgraph
induced by repeatedly removing nodes with fewer than k neighbors [4, 12]. The k-brace of a graph is obtained by deleting all edges
with embeddedness less than k, where the embeddedness of an edge
is the number of common neighbors shared by its two endpoints [4].

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Any online social network is partially observed; that is, two people might know each other but might not be connected with each on
the site. To increase connectivity and form communities, it is common for social network websites to recommend members to connect
with. Often, the implementation of such recommendation engines
is designed to show recommendations that are most relevant and
appealing to members. Research has shown that the structure within
the recommendation sets also have an effect on an action [3, 18].

4.1

People You May Know

To encourage higher connectivity and activity between LinkedIn’s
members, recommendation features such as “People You May
Know” (PYMK) suggest potential connections for members and
encourage them to send invitations to connect. In this work, we
analyze the relationship between the structural diversity of PYMK
recommendations sets and the rate of invitations.

4.1.1

Figure 1: Invitation rates over a month of “People You May
Know” (PYMK) recommendations of sizes 2-6. (A) Invitation
rates compared to the number of connected components. (B)
Invitation rates compared to the number of triangles. (C)
Invitation rates compared to the average local node degree.
Invitation rates are reported on a relative scale, with 1.0
representing the mean of the results.

Data Set and Experimental Setup

Our data set consists of PYMK recommendations that were
shown to LinkedIn members over the course of a month. We also
focused on PYMK recommendation sets of sizes 2-6 to better
compare our results with respect to Ugander et al. [18].
Each recommendation set consisting of members is mapped to a
graph G with the vertices representing the individual members being
recommended, and edges representing connectivity on LinkedIn.
The factors that measure structural diversity of the recommendation
set are the number of connected components, number of triangles,
and the average local node degree found in graph G. A connected
component is a maximal subgraph in which every pair of vertices is

Figure 2: Invitation rates over a month of “People You May Know” (PYMK) recommendations of sizes 2–6 measured against an
aggregate of components, triangles, and average local node degree. The measure on the x-axis represents density: the number of
components, edges, and triangles were ordered in descending, ascending, and ascending orders, respectively, to align with increasing
graph density. This aggregate gives a more detailed view of the graph structure beyond the individual measures. Invitation rates are
reported on a relative scale, with 1.0 representing the mean of the results.
connected on a path (no isolated vertices) or is itself an isolated vertex. A triangle is a set of three vertices in the graph G in which each
vertex is connected to the other two. Note that if graph G contains
only two nodes then there are no triangles. The local node degree is
the number of connections a node has in graph G, and the average
local node degree takes an average of these numbers. The concept
of local node degree is also referred as degree centrality in literature.
High diversity corresponds to a large number of components, a low
number of triangles, or a low average local node degree.
We also gathered connection invitation requests sent by LinkedIn
members over the same period from the PYMK feature. We computed the invitation rate, the ratio of the number of connection
invitations to the number of recommendations shown, to measure
overall effectiveness.

4.1.2

Experimental Results

Our experiments compute invitation rate over this PYMK recommendation data set, and we compare the invitation rate to the

three aforementioned factors that measure structural diversity. This
is shown in Figure 1. The gathered data shows that more invitations
are sent with recommendation sets with fewer connected components, a higher number of triangles, and a higher average local node
degree. In the initial experiments, we considered all of this PYMK
recommendation data set and corresponding invitation rate, with
similar results to Figure 1. In this ﬁgure, we excluded cases where
a member does not even look at the recommendation and leaves the
page; that is, invitation rates were generated for instances where at
least one invite was sent out.
We have also aggregated the three measures of structural diversity
to establish a trend as shown in Figure 2. The same general trend
can be observed from the aggregate measure: the less diverse the
recommendation set, the higher the invitation rates tend to be. A
possible reason is that if a member is acquainted with one person
in a recommendation set of closely connected peers, they will
likely also be acquainted with several others in the set due to high
connection density. This consequently results in the propagation of

connection invitations, generating high invitation rates.

4.1.3

Discussion

Ugander et al. [18] suggests that a more diverse set of recommendations translate to higher sign-up rates based on Facebook’s
member recruitment data. Although our experiment produced different ﬁndings, it is evident that these are two different use cases:
joining a social network based on recommendations versus connecting with others in the network through recommendations. In
the former case, it can be argued that the greater the diversity, the
more likely members will see a recommendation that would make
them want to join Facebook. For instance, many individuals have
closer relationships with their university or company networks than
their high school networks. These individuals may then feel more
enticed to join Facebook if shown diverse recommendations containing friends from their high school, university, and company than
if shown a densely connected group of high school friends. On the
contrary, densely connected recommendations on LinkedIn exhibit a
propagation effect; one invitation is likely to lead to another. This is
because knowing one person in a densely connected group usually
implies knowing that person’s close connections in the group as well.
Based on this analysis, we can infer that the effect of strucural diversity in a recommender system highly depends on the corresponding
use case.

4.2

Contacts Import

Because the data gathered from PYMK recommendations showed
a different trend than the Facebook recruitment recommendations,
we considered the possibility that PYMK bias might have affected
invitation rates. We also explored contacts import invites, which unlike PYMK, has no bias because it simply takes contact information
uploaded by members. Contacts import is a feature on LinkedIn that
enables new members to upload their contact address books to ﬁnd
potential connections. With contacts import invites, we performed
the same experiment by comparing the invitation rate to structural
diversity of members uploaded in contacts. The results of these
experiments are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
We found the same trend of higher invitation rates with higher network density. Therefore, we can conclude that based on LinkedIn’s
member data, recommendation sets with lower diversity can be
associated with higher invitation rates.

5.

Figure 3: Invitation rates over a month for address book
contacts imports (ABOOK) of sizes 2–6. (A) Invitation rates
compared to the number of connected components. (B) Invitation rates compared to the number of triangles. (C) Invitation
rates compared to the average local node degree. Invitation
rates are reported on a relative scale, with 1.0 representing the
mean of the results.

ENGAGEMENT

Social networks promote connectivity for the subsequent effect of
increasing user engagement. In addition to several interest and social factors, social engagement can be dependent on the structure of
one’s immediate connections network. We take a LinkedIn member,
and form a graph G where the nodes are composed of people in the
member’s network and edges represent if these people are connected.
Consequently, metrics similar to that of the recommendation sets
can be used to investigate correlations between the engagement of
members and the structural diversity of their connections.
Analysis similar to that of recommendations was applied to
user engagement using LinkedIn’s member data. Engagement was
measured based on the number of page views, where users are
considered “engaged” if they have visited LinkedIn on at least some
ﬁxed number of days during a week. Ugander et al. [18] deﬁned
engagement similarly using some threshold in weekly Facebook
visits to consider users as engaged. Both analyses were done on
users with 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 connections or friends in their social
network. The results on LinkedIn’s data is shown in Figure 5. Using
the number of connected components as a measure of diversity for
LinkedIn’s user engagement, it appears that the trend converges on

Figure 4: Invitation rates over a month of contact imports of sizes 2-6 measured against an aggregate of components, triangles, and
average local node degree. The measure on the x-axis represents density: the number of components, edges, and triangles were
ordered in descending, ascending, and ascending orders respectively, to align with increasing graph density. This aggregate gives a
more detailed view of the graph structure beyond the individual measures. Invitation rates are reported on a relative scale, with 1.0
representing the mean of the results.
lower engagement rates as the number of components increases.
This differs from the ﬁndings for LinkedIn recommendations but
agrees with the Facebook ﬁnding. Similar to Facebook engagement
analysis, we dismissed nodes of lower degree (assumed to have
lower importance and relevance) by applying k-core decomposition
to the connections graph and found that a higher number of k-core
components (experimented with k=1 and k=2) translate to higher
engagement. These results coincide with what Ugander et al. [18]
conclude through using k-core decompositions to analyze engagement trends.Therefore, our research reinforces the theory that more
diverse connections networks result in higher user engagement.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate how the structural diversity of connections in a social network can affect members when deciding
to send connection invitations and to engage in network activities.
We compared the rate of invitations sent from LinkedIn members
based on the structural diversity of a recommended set of potential
connections. Our analysis shows that higher connection density
and lower structural diversity in a recommended set results in a
higher connection invitation rate, which presents a contrasting trend
compared to a recent study using Facebook data for a different
use case, recruitment emails [18]. Our investigation into the effect

Figure 5: Engagement rates measured against connected components, k1 components, and k2 components. Data was collected over
a 6-week period for members with a network of sizes 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. Engagement rates are reported on a relative scale, with
1.0 representing the mean of the results.
of structural diversity of a member’s connection network on a
member’s engagement found that higher structural diversity results
in higher engagement, which is similar to previous ﬁndings. We
conclude from our analysis that the effect of structural diversity in
a recommender system highly depends on the corresponding use
case and it would be a mistake to generalize the effects of structural
diversity on one use case of recommender system to all use cases.
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